In this work we studied the behavior of hydrogen atom under different potential well and found that with decreasing the distance between the electron and proton, the more multiple interaction terms start to take effect and the potential well becomes more and more sensitive to the distance between the electron and proton. Based on these results, the potential well for the neutron decaying is determined. Furthermore, the general topics, such as the origin of nuclear energy, the fundamental forces in the nature and the matter with negative mass, also are discussed. At the end of this work, the duality model of our universe is put forth.
Introduction
Since the human being appeared, the activity for the human being to understand and utilize the nature is never stopped. In the long river of history, the human being made a series of brilliant achievements and great discoveries. These important progresses encourage the human being continuously moving forward in exploring the secret of nature.
On the road for the human being to explore the nature, we can cite a few milestones, such as, in mathematics, the pioneer people set up the integration/differentiation [1] and different geometries [2] [3] ; in physics, they discovered the gravity and set up the Newton mechanics [4] , the special and general relativities [5] and quantum mechanics [6] . Later on, the science is divided into different branches and more the details of the nature have been revealed. When we look back the whole history of science, we are surprised and at the same time, proud of the achievements made by the human being in the past. Now most of people live in this scientific building established by the pioneer scientists, they are satisfied and feel comfortable. But for us, we are not so confident in this situation and always worry about whether the basis of science is founded on the solid ground or not. Therefore we try to use the magnifier to find out any tiny mistake or defect in the present scientific building, which may cause the whole building collapse in the future.
As a tiny step in this effort, we will take the hydrogen atom as an example to start our discussion.
Theoretical Consideration
It is no doubt that the simplest system under consideration of scientific world is the hydrogen atom, which is the only system we can get the analytical solution of the Schroedinger Equation [7] . The corresponding Hamilton operator is 
In general cases, the solution of Schroedinger Equation (1) can give satisfied explanation about the experimental result. However, if we consider some special cases, the conventional Hamilton operator for the hydrogen atom is not good enough [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, in this work, we will consider the more general form of hydrogen Hamilton operator (as a first order approximation, we will not include the relativity effect). 
where A n is a constant. Using ϕ 1s to start our discussion, then, 
Then the total energy of hydrogen atom is E = −1/2. This case is just the result described by the conventional Hamilton operator of the hydrogen atom.
For n = 2, then, we have, 
This will make the total energy of the hydrogen atom, E = −1/2 − 2A 2 . From the expression of I 32 , we know that interaction force is inversely proportional to the cubic of the distance between the electron and proton. At moment, we don't know whether there exists other origin of the interaction force inversely proportional to the cubic of the distance or not. But we do know one origin of the interaction force inversely proportional to the cubic of distance between the electron and proton, that is, if the electron and proton are not geometry point charge (the geometry point charge means the electron and proton have no volumes [13] ), then interaction force inversely proportional to the cubic of distance between the electron and proton does exist. To my knowledge, some researchers declare the electron doesn't have volume, but the proton does have. Therefore, we can reasonably think the interaction force inversely depending on the cubic of distance reflects the real situation in the interaction between the electron and proton. Just in normal condition, this interaction force is too small to be counted.
For n = 3, we have, 
where δ is a smallness. For convenience, we can define Q(r) as
In the range of a 0~rm (here a 0 is the Bohr radius; r m is the neutron radius), Q(r) is positive, therefore, I 33 term makes total energy, E, become more negative. We may ask what the physical basis for the I 33 ? From the expression of A 3 /r 3 , we know that the dipole-dipole interaction potential energy has the form 1/r 3 , this
gives us a hint that I 33 comes from the dipole-dipole interaction between the electron and proton [14] . From the expressions of Equations (8) and (9), we know that this interaction changes with the r, the closer the electron to the proton, the stronger the dipole-dipole interaction becomes.
For n = 4, we have, 
From the discussion above, we know that the second term is positive and the first term is negative in the range of a 0~rm . The second term will be cancelled by the I 33 (at least partially cancelled). Therefore, the net contribution of I 34 to the total energy, E, is negative, which means that I 34 will make the electron binding to the proton stronger than that in hydrogen atom under normal case. To our knowledge, the dipole-quadruple interaction energy is proportional to 1/r 4 [15] . If this is the unique origin of I 34 , then we are sure there is the interaction potential energy between the electron and proton which is proportional to 1/r 4 .
For n = 5, we have, 
Compared to the dipole-quadruple interaction, the I 35 has term proportional to 1/r 2 . This means that the interaction energy becomes more and more sensitive to the distance between the electron and proton. One may wonder what kind of interaction potential between the electron and proton will depend on 1/r 5 . From the basic electromagnetic theory, we know that one origin is the quadruple-quadruple interaction potential between the electron and proton, which is proportional to 1/r 5 . Not like the dipole-quadruple interaction, the dependence of the quadruple-quadruple interaction on r becomes much more complicated. It can be seen that in the expression of I 35 , some term will make the total energy of hydrogen atom, E, increasing, some term will make the total energy decreasing. But the net influence of I 35 on E will be determined by the leading term, that is, . This term keeps negative. Therefore, the net effect of I 35 on E is to make E increasing. Compared I 33 , I 34 and I 35 , it is noticed that except the leading term, there exists cancellation effect among the other terms. This fact makes us a little easy to simplify our following discussion.
Following the above logical line from I 31 , I 32 , I 33 , I 34 and I 35 , we can reasonably deduce that with increasing more and more multiple interaction between the electron and proton, such as the point-point charge interaction, point-dipole interaction, dipole-dipole interaction, dipole-quadruple interaction, quadruple-quadruple interaction, quadruple-octupole interaction, octupole-octupole interaction..., the dependence of the interaction energy on r will become more and more sensitive and steeply. Following the same way, we can get the general form for I 3n as, where m = n − 2. I 3n includes a lot of terms and becomes much more complicated. Fortunately, as we discussed above, I 3n is mainly determined by the leading term and there exists cancellation among the other terms. Therefore, in most cases, we can study the behaviors of hydrogen atom based on the leading term in I 3n .
Here we can take the conversion from the neutron to hydrogen atom as an example to demonstrate how to apply the concept developed above in practice.
Experimentally, the half life of neutron decaying is determined to be 611s [17] . Supposing the neutron decaying obeys the first order kinetic reaction [18] , then,
where K(T) is the rate constant of neutron decaying; k b is the Boltzmann's constant; h is the Planck constant; T is the absolute temperature;
# G ∆ is the free energy for the neutron decaying.
Setting the temperature at 298 K in our calculation, then
From the Equation (3), we know that the potential energy for the neutron to be stable is, where α is the compressed factor as we defined in previous work [19] .
Based on our previous result, in order to bring the electron close enough to the proton, the total energy of hydrogen atom will be [19] 
and the
where α is compressing factor defined in our previous work and r is the expectation distance between electron and proton [19] . Now we get 
Supposing the r and r are the same and replacing δ by r, then, the energy of the system should have a minimum corresponding the neutron radius, r m .
Therefore, we can differentiate Equation (18), we get, Replacing the α in equations (18) and (19), we get, 
Combining the equations (20) and (21), we determined the two parameters, A n and n are n = 3 and A n = 4.94 × 10 10 . Here we get the potential form for the neutron decaying as ( )
4.94 10 a.u. P r
This form is different from those expressions for the nuclear potential proposed in the literature [20] . This means that a proton combining an electron to form a neutron only involved the dipole-dipole interaction and potential well is not so deep, therefore, the neutron is not so stable at the normal condition.
Discussions
Based on the result above, we like to discuss some interesting issues below.
When the Neutron Decays, a Huge Amount of Energy Is Released. Where the Huge Energy Come from?
As we know, in order for the dipole-dipole like force to take effects to form the neutron, the electron must be close enough to the proton. In our previous work, we demonstrate that to push the electron close to the proton, we have to do work to push the electron close enough to the proton, that means the energy of system will increase, which can be calculated from the equations developed in our previous work, (see Equation (16) and Equation (17) Here we take the r equal to the radius of the neutron as approximation in calculation. This is a huge amount of energy compared to the total energy at the normal condition. Therefore, corresponding to the neutron decaying, this huge amount of energy will be released in the form of radiation and kinetic energies of the proton and electron. Even though we use some approximations in our calculation, such as we do not include the relativity effect, but our result gives a reasonable explanation about the origin of the huge amount of energy during the neutron decaying, that is, the energy released in the process of the neutron decaying is the compressed electromagnetic energy, not others.
Does There Exists the Different Excited States of Neutron?
In above discussion, the result is based on the fact that we neglect the other term in the expression of I 33 . If the left terms cannot completely cancel out, then, it W.-X. Xu will create some different energy levels in the potential well formed by the leading term in the expression of I 33 (in fact, I 33 can be expressed as Q(r) defined above, and it does show some swallow potential sub-well when r approaches to r m ). That means the neutron can be excited to different energy levels before it suffers the decaying. If we can develop some techniques to study the behavior of neutron at the different excited states, it will be very interesting.
What Will Happen If the Power of r Goes to High?
Following the same logical line above, we can reasonably deduce that the dipole-quadruple interaction potential will be proportional to 1/r 4 , the quadruple-quadruple interaction potential proportional to 1/r 5 ••• It is noted that the power of r increases continuously with the high multiple interaction involved, that means the potential well will become more and more steeply.
Now we are wondering that at the certain stage, the I 3n terms will make the total energy of system becomes zero. This can be realized in two ways, one is to decrease the r by pushing the electron closer to the proton; another way is to increase the power of r. In fact, these two effects work cooperatively together. That is, decreasing r, then the higher multiple terms will be involved; therefore, the power of r will increase. As a result, the I 3n term will become more negative. This fact tells us that with decreasing r and at the same time increasing the power of r, sooner or later, the I 3n term will make the total energy of hydrogen atom become zero. What the physical meaning for this zero energy of system? That means the whole system does not have static mass (E = mc 2 , if m = 0, E = 0) [21] . But due to the energy conservation law, the whole system only can exist as the electromagnetic field, it just looks like that the hydrogen atom at this situation be "vaporized" into photon, in which way the system keeps the energy conservation law still valid. At this point, the matter as a physical entity disappeared from the vision of human being. In fact, we can determine the r at which the matter will disappear from the vision of human being experimentally. For example, making the electron collides with the proton, if the collision energy is enough high, the electron-proton will become the electromagnetic field instead of physical particle.
What the Situation Will Be If the Energy of System Becomes Negative?
Beyond the matter be "vaporized" into the electromagnetic wave, if the energy of system continuing decrease (for example, the collision energy is enough high to push the electron very, very close to the proton, then, the potential term in I 3n
will make the energy of whole system becomes negative), the total energy of system will become negative [22] . There exist two ways to explain this situation. One is to say the system form a black hole. This is the popular opinion about the system under extremely high pressure. In this case, the electromagnetic wave can't escape from the black hole. That means the spacetime of black hole move faster than the electromagnetic wave. Therefore, the spacetime of black hole al-
ways covers the electromagnetic wave inside. However, based on our previous work [23] , it is impossible for the spacetime moving faster than the electromagnetic wave either. The second explanation is that based on the Einstein's mass-energy relation, the system can change the extra energy into the negative mass. This negative mass system keeps the gravity in attractive and also takes the speed of the electromagnetic wave as the highest speed. As we discussed in our previous work, if the speed of the electromagnetic wave is beyond the speed of spacetime, the negative mass will appear. This extra energy which makes the speed of the electromagnetic wave beyond the speed of the spacetime, is changed into the negative mass. In this way, the speed of the electromagnetic wave can be kept as the highest speed and constant.
It is interesting that if we consider the interaction between the matter with positive mass and the matter with negative mass, we find that the gravity becomes repulsive [24] [25] . Currently, most scientists believe that our universe is in accelerated expansion. But they do not know what force is responsible for this accelerated expansion. Then they figure out there exist some dark matter and dark energy, therefore, they try to find out the dark matter and dark energy but to my knowledge, till now this search for the dark matter and dark energy is still no result.
From our discussion above, the existence of the matter with negative mass gives a reasonable explanation for the accelerated expansion of our universe, that is, the universe is divided into two parts, one part has the matter with the positive mass, another part has the matter with negative mass. Both parts of our universe keep the speed of the electromagnetic wave as the highest speed and constant. All existing physical laws are valid and keep the same form in both parts of our universe. Between both parts of our universe, only interaction can be realized through the electromagnetic wave and gravity.
Due to the gravity comes from the interaction between the spacetime and the matter or compressed spacetime as we discussed in our previous work, therefore, in both parts of our universe, the gravity interaction between the matter with positive mass and the matter with negative mass is repulsive in character. This may explain why our part of universe is in accelerated expansion but we can't find the origin of the force responsible for this accelerated expansion.
The accelerated expansion of our universe puzzled the researchers long time.
Here we offered our explanation. The matters in both parts of universe can't exchange freely because they have to become or be "vaporized" into the electromagnetic wave before they exchange or they have to become the electromagnetic wave before they enter another part of our universe. And due to this condition, we can't "see" the matter in another part of universe because they are beyond our vision.
In our previous work [23] , we mentioned that the matter with negative mass may be the antimatter. If this is true, then, we can verify whether the matter with W.-X. Xu negative mass is the antimatter or not by measuring the gravity between the matter and antimatter. If the gravity between the matter and antimatter is repulsive in character, then the matter with negative mass is the antimatter, otherwise the matter with negative mass is something else.
The Origin of Our Universe
Conventionally, most researchers believed that our universe comes from nothing by the quantum fluctuation [26] . The puzzle is if our universe is created from nothing by the quantum fluctuation, then averagely, the total energy of our universe should be zero. But in fact our universe has net energy. Where this net energy comes from? Based on our discussion above, our universe consists of two parts, one part has positive energy and another part has negative energy. Two parts of our universe interact on each other through the electromagnetic field and gravity but total energy of whole universe is zero (Figure 1 ).
At moment, we still can't definitively know whether the antimatter is the matter with negative mass or not but a hint of the interaction between the matter and antimatter implies that the antimatter is the matter with negative mass because experimentally, we know that when the antimatter meets the matter will annihilate (we prefer to use "vaporize") into the electromagnetic wave.
Where the Atomic Energy Comes From?
Traditionally, we explain the origin of atomic energy based on the Einstein's mass-energy relation, E = mc 2 . Generally, this is true. We can calculate the energy released from the nuclear reaction by counting the difference of mass before and after the reaction, then, using E = mc 2 , the total energy released in reaction is calculated. However, we are not just satisfied with the result of the nuclear energy releasing from the system, but also we hope to know whether the energy released from the nuclear reaction is different kind of energy from the electromagnetic energy and how this huge amount of energy be built in nucleus at the beginning.
From our discussion above and previous work [19] , we know that in order for the multiple interaction takes effect, the electron must be close enough to the proton; therefore, the electron orbital must be compressed or contracted. Our previous work tells us that the compressing or contracting the wave function of the electron will cause the increasing the inner energy of system, that is, in Figure 1 . The illustration of the duality model of universe.
W.-X. Xu order to make the high multiple interaction to take effect, a huge amount of energy should be input into the system which is stored as compressed electromagnetic energy. Therefore, when fission or fusion reaction occurs, a huge amount of energy gives off from the system in kinetics and radiation energies which comes from this part of stored electromagnetic energy.
It is clear that this form of energy is primarily from the electromagnetic energy. Therefore, the so-called nuclear energy is the electromagnetic energy, not a different form of energy. Our result here also denies the nuclear force as an independent force from the electromagnetic force. In fact, the nuclear force is a compressed electromagnetic force. Based on the same idea, we also can study the interaction between the neutron and proton by observing the behavior of the ionized molecular hydrogen under different potential well.
Does the Electron Have Volume?
In the literature [27] , some researchers believe that the electron has no volume.
Some theoretical result also reveals that the electron should have no volume.
Here, based on the result above, our opinion is that the matter can be beyond our "vision". For example, if we measure the volume of electron by collision, in most time the volume of electron will become smaller and smaller with increasing collision energy. If the collision energy is enough high, the electron will be "vaporized" into the electromagnetic wave, there may exist a tiny possibility for electron being kicked into another part of universe where the electron has negative mass. Experimentally, the antimatter, such as antielectron does be made in this way in the Lab. It doesn't matter the electron be vaporized into the electromagnetic wave or changed into the matter with negative mass, for us, it looks like the electron has no volume.
Even though at moment, our explanation about the volume of electron is not definitive, but to explore the detail mechanism of the conversion between the matter and antimatter or matter with negative mass should be an interesting topic in the future.
The Interaction between the Photon and Free Electron
In our previous work [28] , we know that in our part of universe, the interaction of photon with free electron will make the photon lose energy and cause the red frequency shifting. And since the photon has right and left handedeness, the right handedness photon will lose more energy compared to the left handedness photon. That means the electron will get more energy by interacting with the right handedness photon. Therefore, we assign this is the reason (at least, one of the reason) why our part of universe has more the left handedness. However, if the other part of universe consists of negative mass, then the photon will get more energy instead of losing energy by interacting with the electron with negative mass. That means the photon will show blue frequency shifting and the electron with negative mass will lose energy instead of getting energy. Further-W.-X. Xu more, the right handedness photon will get more energy than the left handedness photon in the process of interacting with the electron with negative mass.
This result tells us that in other part of universe, it should be prominent in right handedness.
From the discussion above, it is obvious that between both parts of universe it doesn't obey the mirror symmetry but the entire universe keep the energy, handedness constant or zero.
Our work here also provides a way to explore the matter with negative mass by the matter interacting with the handedness photon. Furthermore, based on the concept developed above, we also can verify whether the antimatter is the matter with negative mass or not. Because from the previous work, we know that for changing the sign of electron charge, it only affects the phase of wave function of electron, not the energy. If the antimatter is not the matter with negative mass, then, only the phase of wave function of electron, not the absolute value of energy, will be different from the normal matter situation, otherwise, not only the phase of the wave function of electron but also the absolute value of energy, should be different in both cases.
The Fundamental Forces in Nature
Here we also like to discuss the different interactions in the nature. Basically, it is believed that there exist four fundamental forces, that is, the electromagnetic force, weak force, strong force and gravity [29] . In scientific world, a lot of scientists try their best to unify the four fundamental forces, called unification theory.
However, based on our discussion above, all experimental results can be reasonably explained by the electromagnetic interaction except the gravity (as we pointed out in our previous work, the gravity comes from the relative movement between the spacetime and the compressed spacetime, not created by the electromagnetic interaction). We imagine if at the beginning, scientist gives the same name to the weak force, strong force and the electromagnetic force, a lot of scientists may lose their jobs, but good point is the human being can save a huge amount of resources and time for other useful stuff instead of wasting resources and time on proving the four forces really the same stuff, just having different names.
Based on our previous work [23] , the gravity comes from the interaction between the spacetime and the matter or compressed spacetime. Therefore, it is really different force from the electromagnetic force. How and why we must unify two different forces together? This is the main reason why most effort to unify the gravity and electromagnetic forces are failed.
Another ridiculer situation is that in order to understand our universe, Euclid developed the geometry to describe the motion and position of matter in our universe, called Euclid's geometry. Riemann's set up another kind of geometry, called Riemann's geometry and many more. It is no doubt that these geometries are the achievements of mathematicians in the past. The problem is the scientist W.-X. Xu uses these geometries to describe our universe. The situation becomes this scientist use this geometry to describe our universe for this problem, that scientist use that geometry to describe our universe for that problem. For example, Einstein use the Riemann's geometry to describe our universe and conclude that the gravity is due to the curved spacetime (we have different opinion on the origin of the gravity, the detail can be found in our previous work [23] ). Lobackevskian developed another kind of geometry, called Lobackevskian's geometry [30] , to describe our universe and declare that the Lobackevskian's geometry can explain almost all questions regarding our universe, such as four fundamental forces unification and expansion of our universe. It looks like our universe can arbitrarily take its geometry to meet the requirement for different questions. What really geometry of our universe depends on the scientist's will, not fixed. We don't think this is correct situation. Since our universe is only one universe, we can't say today our universe is the Euclid's geometry, but tomorrow say our universe is Riemann's geometry and third day another scientist comes to tell us our universe is other geometry.
Even though our physical picture is approximate because we do not consider the relativity effect but at moment, this is enough for scientific world. The future work will be to include the relativity effect and quantitatively to calculate the interesting physical parameter governing our universe.
Conclusion
In this work, we set up the potential expression for the neutron decaying and also reveal the fact that there only exist two fundamental forces in the nature, that is, the electromagnetic force and gravity. The duality model of our universe is put forth, on which several puzzles regarding our universe can find reasonable explanation, such as the origin of our universe, the volume of the electron, the accelerating expansion of our universe and the origin of the nuclear energy. Even though at moment our physical picture does not include the relativity effect but generally, our physical picture regarding our universe should be correct. Our work also pointed out how experimentally to test our physical model regarding our universe and how to verify whether the antimatter is the matter with negative mass or not. Future work should go from the qualitative description of our universe to the quantitative description of our universe.
